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In this note, we investigate fibre space structures of a projective irreducible symplectic manifold. We prove that
a 2n-dimensional projective irreducible symplectic manifold admits only an n-dimensional fibration over a Fano
variety which has only Q-factorial log-terminal singularities and whose Picard number is one. Moreover we prove
that a general fibre is an abelian variety up to finite unramified cover, especially, for 4-fold, a general fibre is an
abelian surface and all fibres are equidimensional. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
We first define an irreducible symplectic manifold.
Definition 1. A complex manifold X is called irreducible symplectic if X satisfies the
following three conditions:
(1) X is compact and Ka¨hler.
(2) X is simply connected.
(3) H0(X, )2
X
) is spanned by an everywhere non-degenerate two-from u.
Such a manifold can be considered as a building block of all compact Ka¨hler manifolds
X with c
1
(X)"0 due to the following Bogomolov decomposition theorem.
THEOREM 1 (Bogomolov decomposition theorem [2]). A compact Ka¨hler manifold
X with c
1
(X)"0 admits a finite unramified covering of XI which is isomorphic to a product
„]X
1
]2]X
r
]A where „ is a complex torus, X
i
are irreducible symplectic manifolds and
A is a projective manifold with h0(A, )2)"0.
In dimension 2, K3 surfaces are the only irreducible symplectic manifold, and irredu-
cible symplectic manifolds are considered as higher-dimensional analogies of K3 surfaces.
In this note, we investigate fibre space structures of a projective irreducible symplectic
manifolds.
Definition 2. For an algebraic variety X, a fibre space structure of X is a proper
surjective morphism f : XPS which satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) X and S are normal varieties such that 0(dimS(dimX.
(2) A general fibre of f is connected.
Certain K3 surfaces S admit a fibre space structure f : SPP1 whose general fibre is an
elliptic curve. As a higher-dimensional analogy, we obtain the following results.
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THEOREM 2. ‚et f : XPB be a fibre space structure of a projective irreducible symplectic
2n-fold X with projective base B. „hen a general fibre F of f and B satisfy the following four
conditions:
(1) f is equidimensional in codimension 2 points of B.
(2) F is an abelian variety up to finite unramified cover and K
F
&O
F
.
(3) dim B"n and B has only Q-factorial log-terminal singularities.
(4) !K
B
is ample and Picard number o (B) is one.
Especially, if X is 4-dimensional, a general fibre of f is an abelian surface and f is equi-
dimensional.
Example. Let S be a K3 surface with an elliptic fibration g : SPP1 and S*n+ the
n-pointed Hilbert scheme of S. It is known that S*n+ is an irreducible symplectic 2n-fold and
there exists a birational morphism n :S*n+PS(n) where S(n) is the symmetric n-product of
S (cf. [1]). We can consider the n-dimensional abelian fibration g(n) : S(n)PPn for the
symmetric n-product of S(n). Then the composition morphism g(n) ° n :S*n+PP
n gives an
example of a fibre space structure of an irreducible symplectic manifold.
Remark. Markushevich obtained some result of Theorem 2 in [6, Theorem 1, Proposi-
tion 1] under the assumption dim X"4 and f : XPB is a Lagrangian fibration. The
author does not know whether there exists a fibre space structure of an irreducible
symplectic manifold such that general fibres are not lagrangian.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
First we introduce the following theorem due to Fujiki [3] and Beauville [1].
THEOREM 3 (Fujiki [3, Theorem 4.7, Lemma 4.11, Remark 4.12] and Beauville [1,
The´ore`me 5]). ‚et X be an irreducible symplectic 2n-fold. „hen there exists a nondegenerate
quadratic form q
X
of signature (3, b
2
(X)!3) on H2(X, Z ) which satisfies
a2n"a
0
q
X
(a, a)n ,
c
2i
(X)a2n~2i"a
i
q
X
(a, a)n~i (i*1)
where a3H2(X, Z) and a
i
’s are constants depending on X.
We shall prove Theorem 2 in six steps.
(1) dim B"n and B has only log-terminal singularities;
(2) A general fibre F of f is an abelian variety up to unramified finite cover and
K
F
&O
F
;
(3) o (B)"1;
(4) B is Q-factorial;
(5) f is equidimensional in codimension 2 points of B;
(6) !K
B
is ample.
Step 1. dim B"n and B has only log-terminal singularities.
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LEMMA 1. ‚et X be an irreducible symplectic projective 2n-fold and E a divisor on X such
that E2n"0. „hen,
(1) If E )A2n~1"0 for some ample divisor A, E&0.
(2) If E )A2n~1’0 for an ample divisor A on X, then q
X
(E, A) ’0 and
G
EmA2n~m"0 (m’n)
’0 (m)n) .
Proof of ‚emma. Let »:"ME3H2(X, Z) D E )A2n~1"0N. By [3, Lemma 4.13], q
X
is
negative definite on … where »"H2,0=H0,2 =…. Thus, if E )A2n~1"0 and E2n"0,
E,0. Since n
1
(X)"M1N, E&0. Next we prove (2). From Theorem 3, for every integer t,
(tE#A)2n"a
0
(q
X
(tE#A, tE#A))n . (1)
Because E2n"a
0
(q
X
(E, E))n"0,
q
X
(tE#A, tE#A)"2tq
X
(E, A)#q
X
(A, A).
Thus equation (1) has order at most n. Comparing both the sides of equation (1), we can
obtain Em )A2n~m"0 for m’n. Moreover, comparing the t term on both sides of equation
(1), we can obtain q
X
(E, A) q
X
(A, A)n~1"cE )A2n~1 where c is a positive constant. Since
E )A2n~1’0, q
X
(E, A)’0. The coefficients of other terms on the left-hand side of (1) can be
written as polynomial expressions in q
X
(E, A) and q
X
(A, A) with positive coefficients.
Therefore, we can obtain Em )A2n~m’0 for 0(m)n. K
Let H be a very ample divisor on B. Then f *H is a nef divisor such that ( f *H)2n"0,
( f *H) )A2n~1’0 for an ample divisor A on X. Thus dim B"n. From [7, Theorem 2],
B has only log-terminal singularities.
Step 2. A general fibre F of f is an abelian variety up to unramified finite cover and
K
F
&O
F
.
From adjunction formula, K
F
&0. By [8], in order to prove that a certain e´tale cover of
F is abelian it suffices to prove that c
2
(F)(AD
F
)n~2"0 where A is an ample divisor on X. Up
to a scalar multiple [F]"( f *H)n where H is an ample divisor on B. Thus c
2
(F)
(AD
F
)n~2"c
2
(X) An~2( f *H)n. Now consider
c
2
(X)(t f *H#A)2n~2"a
1
q
X
(t f *H#A, t f *H#A)n~1
"a
1
(2tq
X
( f *H, A)#q
X
(A, A))n~1.
The latter is a polynomial in t of degree less than n. Hence, the coefficient of tn on the
left-hand side is trivial, that is, c
2
(F) (AD
F
)n~2"0.
Step 3. o(B)"1.
LEMMA 2. ‚et E be a divisor of X such that E2n"0 and En( f *H)n"0. „hen E&Q j f *H
for some rational number j.
Proof of ‚emma. Considering tn term on both the sides of the following equation,
(E!t f *H)2n"a
0
q
X
(E!t f *H, E!t f *H)n
"!a
0
(2tq
X
(E, f *H))n
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we can obtain q
X
(E, f *H)n"cEn( f *H)n"0 where c is a constant. Thus (E!t f *H)2n"0.
Because f *H )A2n~1’0 for every ample divisor A on X, we can choose a rational number
j such that (E!j f *H)A2n~1"0. Then E!j f *H&0 by Lemma 1. K
Let D be a Cartier divisor on B. Then ( f *D)2n"0 and ( f *D)n ) ( f *H)n"0, thus D\QjH
and o(B)"1.
Step 4. B is Q-factorial.
Let D be an irreducible and reduced Weil divisor on B and D
i
(1)i)k) divisors on
X whose supports are contained in f~1(D). We shall construct a divisor DI :"+ j
i
D
i
such
that DI 2n"0, DI n( f *H)n"0 and f (DI )"D. If such a divisor DI exists, we can conclude that
DI &Q j f *H by Lemma 1, and that D&Q jH because f (DI )"D. Therefore B is Q-factorial.
Let A be a very ample divisor on X, H a very ample divisor on B, S :"An~1( f *H)n~1
and C :"Hn~1. Then there exists a surjective morphism f @ :SPC. If we choose H and
A general, we may assume that S and C are smooth and CWD is contained in the smooth
locus of B. Because D is a Cartier divisor in a neighborhood of CWD, we can define
f @*D :"+j
i
D
i
D
U
, (j
i
*0) in a neighborhood ” of S. Let DI :"+j
i
D
i
. Note that if j
i
’0,
f (D
i
)"D because we choose C generally. Since f (DI )"D, DI n ) ( f *H)n"0. We prove that
DI 2n"0. Comparing the tn term of the both hand sides of the following equation:
(DI #t f *H)2n"a
0
q
X
(DI #t f *H, DI #t f *H)
"a
0
(q
X
(DI , DI )#2tq
X
(DI , f *H))n
we can see that DI n( f *H)n"cq
X
(DI , f *H)n where c is a nonzero constant. Thus
q
X
(DI , f *H)"0. Moreover, comparing the s2tn~1 term on both sides of the following
equation,
(sDI #A#t f *H)2n"a
0
q
X
(sDI #A#t f *H, sDI #A#t f *H)n
"a
0
(s2q
X
(DI , DI ) #q
X
(A, A)#2sq
X
(DI , A)#2tq
X
(A, f *H))n
we can obtain q
X
(DI , DI ) q
X
(A, f *H) n~1"cDI 2 )An~1 ( f *H)n~1 where c is a nonzero constant.
Since DI )An~1( f *H)n~1 is a multiple of a fibre class of f @, DI 2 )An~1( f *H)n~1"0. By
Lemma 1, q
X
(A, f *H)’0. Therefore a
0
q
X
(DI , DI )"DI 2n"0.
Step 5. f is equidimensional in codimension 2 points of B.
It is enough to prove that there exist no divisors E on X such that dim f (E)(n!1.
Assume the contrary. Then there exists an effective divisor E on X such that
E( f *H)n~1 )An"0 for an ample divisor A on X and an ample divisor H on B. Since
En( f *H)n"0, comparing the coefficient of tn of the following equation,
(E#t f *H)2n"a
0
q
X
(E#t f *H, E#t f *)n
we can obtain q
X
( f *H, E)"0. Considering the following equation:
(sE#t f *H#A)2n"a
0
q
X
(sE#t f *H#A, sE#t f *H#A)n
"a
0
(s2q
X
(E, E)#q
X
(A, A)#2sq
X
(E, A)#2tq
X
( f *H, A))n
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we can obtain q
X
(E, A)q
X
( f *H, A)n~1"cE( f *H)n~1 )An where c is a nonzero constant.
Thus q
X
(E, A)"0. However, from the following equation,
(tE#A)2n"a
0
q
X
(tE#A, tE#A)n
we can obtain E )A2n~1"cq
X
(E, A) q
X
(A, A)n~1"0. Since E is an effective divisor, a con-
tradiction.
Step 6. !K
B
is ample.
From Steps 3 and 4, we can write!K
B
&QtH. It is enough to prove t’0. Because
K
X
\O
X
and a general fibre of f :XPB is a minimal model, i (B) 0 by [5, Theorem 1.1]
and t*0. Assume that t"0. If K
B
/&O
B
, we consider the following diagram:
where b is an unramified finite cover outside non Gorenstein point of B and K
BI
&O
BI
. Let
Z :"Mx3B DK
B
is not Cartier divisor at xN. Since B is normal, codimension of Z is greater
than two. Moreover, f is equidimensional in codimension 2 points of B, the real codimen-
sion of f ~1(Z) is greater than four. Therefore n
1
(X!f~1(Z))"n
1
(X)"M1N. Thus, there
exists a morphism from X!f ~1(Z) to BI !Z. Since dim f ~1(Z)(2n!1, there exists
a global holomorphic n-form u@ on X coming from BI . However, there does not exist any
global holomorphic form on X which comes from a lower dimension manifold, it is
a contradiction. Thus t’0 and we completed the proof of Theorem 2. h
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